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Abstract 
This paper focuses on a two-dimensional bidirectional pedestrian flow model which involves the next-nearest-neighbor effect. The 
Korteweg-de Vries equation is derived to describe the density wave of pedestrian congestion by nonlinear analysis. The soliton 
solution is obtained. 
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Greek symbols 
 delay time 
0         the total average density 
0V   the total average velocity 
 
  
1. Introduction 
For decades of years, vehicular traffic problems have been studied and many typical models have been proposed to 
describe the traffic conditions [1-7], such as the hydrodynamic model, to solve problems as serious traffic congestion and 
predict the quantity of traffic flow. Based on the studies, scholars' have found pedestrian traffic is similar to traffic flow. 
Those traffic flow models have been used to describe the pedestrian flow and many interesting phenomena have been 
found out [8]. Pedestrian movement is an important factor in the analysis and design of channels, and other public 
buildings. It is necessary to know the characteristics. Therefore, pedestrian dynamics have attracted considerable 
attentions of scientists and engineers. Many pedestrian traffic models have been proposed. In 1999, Nagatani has 
respectively brought out the one-dimensional [9] and two-dimensional model [10, 11]. Considering the nearest-neighbor sites 
effect, Xue Yu et al. proposed one-dimensional lattice model [12] in traffic flow. Then they applied the idea of the next-
nearest-neighbor effect and got the two-dimensional bidirectional lattice model in pedestrian flow [13]. Besides, the author 
got the mKdV equation to describe traffic jamming in the form of kink-antikink density wave from the lattice 
hydrodynamic model. However, the KdV equation is seldom derived.  
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In this paper, the next-nearest-neighbor effect with two-dimensional bidirectional lattice hydrodynamic models is 
introduced in Sec. 2. Then, the KdV equation around the neutral stability line is conducted in Sec. 3. At last, some 
conclusions are given. 
2. Model 
In two-dimensional bidirectional pedestrian flow, four types of pedestrians are considered: eastbound pedestrian ( x  
only), westbound pedestrian ( x only), northbound pedestrian ( y only), and southbound pedestrian ( y only). The 
fraction of eastbound and westbound pedestrians in all of the pedestrians is c , the fraction of eastbound pedestrian in 
eastbound and westbound pedestrians is 1c , and the fraction of northbound pedestrian in northbound and southbound 
pedestrians is 2c . 
The density of pedestrians at site mj,  are denoted as tmjx ,, , tmjx ,, , tmjy ,, , tmjy ,,  
respectively. The flux are denoted as tmjQx ,, , tmjQx ,, , tmjQy ,, , tmjQy ,, respectively. The total 
average density is 0 . The continuity equation of the two-dimensional bidirectional pedestrian flow is given by: 
                                                         0,,1,,,, 01 tmjQtmjQcctmj xxx ,                                 (1) 
             0,,1,,1,, 01 tmjQtmjQcctmj xxx ,                                 (2) 
0,1,,,1,, 02 tmjQtmjQcctmj yyy ,                                 (3) 
0,1,,,11,, 02 tmjQtmjQcctmj yyy ,                                 (4) 
The flux along each direction is determined by the total optimal current with delay time .The flux at site mj, is 
determined by both the total optimal current flux at site mj ,1 and site mj ,2 to the northbound. Thus, the 
evolution equations are extended as follows [11]: 
,,,1,, 01 tmjVcctmjQx                                                            (5) 
,,,11,, 01 tmjVcctmjQx                                                        (6) 
,,1,1,, 02 tmjVcctmjQy                                                        (7) 
 ,,1,11,, 02 tmjVcctmjQy           (8) 
where denotes the delay time. The optimal velocity function tmjV ,, is defined as follows: 
 
cc
tmjtmjV 1tanh1,,2tanh,, 2
00
,                                            (9) 
where c is the inverse of the safety distance.  
According to Wen [13], we consider the influences of the next-nearest-neighbor site, and the evolution Eqs.(5)-(8) shall 
be rewritten. What's more, the flux at site mj,  is determined  by both its neighbor sites at time t , and the flux of both 
the neighbor sites and the next-nearest-neighbor sites at the time t .Thus, we can rewritten the new equations as 
follows: 
 tmjVtmjVcctmjQx ,,2,,11,, 01 ,   (10) 
 tmjVtmjVcctmjQx ,,2,,111,, 01 ,  (11) 
 tmjVtmjVcctmjQy ,2,,1,11,, 02 ,  (12) 
 tmjVtmjVcctmjQy ,2,,1,111,, 02 , (13) 
where the coefficient represents the magnitude of  the effect between the site mj, and both of the nearest site and the 
next-nearest site. And 0<  0.5, which means if is bigger than 0.5, we focus more on the the next-nearest site than the 
nearest one, which is not true for the real pedestrian flow. Inserting Eqs.(1)-(4) into Eqs.(10)-(13) respectively and 
applying 
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tmj ,, = tmjx ,, + tmjx ,, + tmjy ,, + tmjy ,, , 
we get the total density equation: 
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(14) 
As 0c , 12c , 0  or 1c , 11c , 0 , Eq.(14) becomes the density equation of the one-dimensional lattice 
hydrodynamic equation for traffic flow[9]. In the limit 11c , 12c , 0 , Eq.(14) reduces to the density equation of 
the two dimensional lattice hydrodynamic equation[10]. When 0 , Eq.(14) is the density equation of the two 
dimensional bidirectional lattice hydrodynamic equation[14]. 
3. Nonlinear analysis 
Using the linear stability method to the model described by Eq.(14) , Wen [13] has derived the neutral stability condition.  
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Here, we use the reductive perturbation method to Eq.(14) and focus on the behavior around the neutral line to derive 
the soliton solution. Firstly, we give slow scales for space variable x and time variable t , and define the slow 
variables X and T  as 
 10
,
,
3tT
tmjX
 (15) 
whereb is a constant to be determined later. We have 
 TXRtmj ,,, 20 , (16) 
Next, substituting Eqs.(15)-(16) into Eq.(14) and making the Taylor expansion to the sixth-order of . We obtain the 
following nonlinear partial differential equation: 
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Here, 
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Now, we study the traffic flow near the neutral stability line. Let's put '20Vgb in Eq.(17) then the third-order term 
equal zero. Considering the neighborhood of the critical point c : 
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c 3
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, (18) 
Eq.(17) is rewritten as: 
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5 RgRgRgRRgRgR XXXXXT , (19) 
Here the coefficients ig are given in table 1. 
Making the following transformations, we get the standard KdV equation from Eq.(19) 
 '2/11 TgT , '
2/1
1 XgX , 2/','', gTXRTXR  , (20) 
So the standard KdV equation as follows: 
 
Table 1. The coefficients ig of the model: 
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Then, we ignore the O terms in Eq.(21), we get the KdV equation with the soliton solution 
 2/120 12/3/''sec','' AATXhATXR . (22) 
Assuming ,',''','',' 10 TXRTXRTXR  we consider theO correction. For the purpose of determining 
the selected value A  for the soliton solution, it is necessary to agree with the solvability condition 
 0''',' 0000 RMRdXRMR  (23) 
Where 
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Then we have the selected amplitude A [15], 
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We derive the KdV soliton solution 
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where c1
2 . The kink solution represents the coexisting phase, which consists of the freely moving phase with 
low density and the jammed (or congested) phase with high density. In the limit of 0c , 12c , 0 or 1c , 
11c , 0 , Eq.(26) reduces to the solution of the density equation of the one-dimensional lattice hydrodynamic 
equation for traffic flow. In the limit 11c , 12c , 0 , Eq.(26) reduces to the solution of the density equation of 
the two dimensional lattice hydrodynamic equation. When 0 , Eq.(26) is the solution of the density equation of the 
two dimensional bidirectional pedestrian lattice hydrodynamic equation. 
4. Summary 
Based on two-dimensional bidirectional lattice hydrodynamic pedestrian flow model, we have derived the KdV 
equation near the neutral stability condition, which could describe the kink-antikink density waves in pedestrian flow. 
Additionally the critical point ca decreases with the increase of the fraction of . That is to say, considering the next-
nearest-neighbor effect is helpful to the stability of pedestrian flow. 
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